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Local news
at a glance

Voting for ASCWU-BOD officers today
by Jason Gordon

Vegas in E-burg
Alpha Kappa Psi host. "A
weekend in Vegas," May 3-4. ar
the El lensburg Best Wes tern
Inn.
Anyone 21 and older can
play 9 p.m. to midnight Friday,
hut the event opens up to anyone over 18. from noon to 8
p.m. on Saturday.
Funds raised from casino
night will go toward scholarships, honoraria for speakers
and Ices and cxpem.es for fraternity members to attend conlcrcnce~.

Parents 'R' Us
Parents and fa mily weeke nd
is he re again. May 4-5. This
year's activities include a barbecue, Sunday brunch, Yakima
river lloat trip, golf tournament,
Chimposium. and a performance by comedian Margaret
Cho at 7:30 p.m. Saturday.
Tickets and Parents Weekend packets can be obtained 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday, and 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the SUB.

Staff reporter
The general elect10ns for the 199697 ASCWU-BOD are today.
In the primary elections last Thursday, 970 out of over 7000 Central students narrowed the candidates fo r
president and vice president for equity
and community service to two. The
candidates for president arc Adam
Eldridge and Lisa Allen.
"I was disappointed in the lack of
voter turnout for the primaries."
Eldridge said. "I woul d really like to
see more students come out and get involved with decisions that directly
affect them:·
"S tudent s aren't interested in
candy, th ey want to know what we
will do for them," Allen said.
Rick Vogler and Kristen Almberg
are running for executive vice president.
"I stress my experience with stu-

See Elections/page S

Candidates for the ASCWU-BOD gathered for a debate on Tuesday
evening. The candidates are (front row) Lisa Allen, Kristin
Almberg, Amy Gillespie, (second row) Kira Wheeler, Rick Vogler,
John Burkhart, Shannel Robbins, (back row) Adam Eldridge,
Chandler Riker, and Tony Gepner. The photo at the right shows
Kristin Almberg, Chandler Riker, and John Burkhart discussing the
issues at last Tuesday's debate. Students are encouraged to get
to the poles and vote in todays elections. Amy Compton/Observer

•

Mandatory health fees set for gradual increase

Army life
"Biloxi Blues" opens its run
at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday May 7 at
Central' s Tower Theater. The
Neil Simon comedy will show
through May 16. Tickets are $8
for general admission and $4
for students and seniors. Call
the box office at 963-1774 for
show times and dates.

Dealing with folks
Something to discuss with
Mom and Dad this Saturday:
Studies show that college students drink more alcohol than
normal during parents' weekend.

by Uli Martin
Staff reporter

An increase in fees
will bring more
counselors to ·aid
students. Counselors
at the center can
be reached for
appointments
between 9:00-3:00
five days a week.

A health fee of $20. approved by
the Board ofTrustees, on April 19 will
be assessed to any student carrying
five credits or more during the summer session.
Summer coverage for the student
population has been a challenge in the
past, with the Student Health and
Counseling Center having to charge
students a walk-in fee for service.
Last year. the health center was
not in a position to be self-supporting
and lost money providing medical and
counseling services to students.
This year. however. the center was

Erin Drebis/Observer

told by President Nelson and student
affairs that it must be self-supporting
and turn a profit while providing services.
Jack Baker, Interim Direclorof the
health center, said many students this
quarter who have gone to sec doctors
or counselors experianced concerne as
to whether the center would be open
to provide follow-up services such as
allergy shots. birth control. and physicals.
''I feel that the board has made a
good decision;' Baker said. "The center is just like other health clinic~ am1
the services should he available year

See Fees/page 2

Straight from the street-Planned changes to the basic and breadth reqUirements (see ·pg·. S) Will
drop English 30 I, and add a math and computer course. How do you feel about these changes?

Damaris Gomez, ELS student
"I think this (Eng. 30 I) is important.
In the U.S. many foreigners have the
opportunity to develop there English
skills and this class would do this."

Aaron Hardy, freshman, criminal psy.
"I suppose it might be good for some
people but I can't use a computer
worth a damn and math isn't my
specialty."

Emily Davis, junior, community health
education
"I didn't get very much out of 301
myself. I like adding the computer class
but I'm not very keen on taking a
math class. 11

Lovena Lengyel. junior. law and justice
"I think people need to be mare
computer literate. I know it will be
helpful in the future."

Devon Whitfeldt, junior. elementary
education
"It doesn't sound like a good idea.
English 30 I is as basic as you get
and is needed for higher level
courses. 11
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Flying keys, MIPs

Constitutional changes for '96

Campus
Cops

Newly elected student leaders may get new guidelines
Lynn Draper

Staff reporter

by William Baldyga
Tuesday, April 23, 12:55 p.m.
A 27-year-ulu mun suffereu a broken right clhow when a bicyclist ran
into him on Walnut Mall. As the man
\\a:-. walking Jown the mall he was
struck from hchinJ and knocked to the
ground. The man riding the bike
swycli unt i I help arri vcd. hut le rt the
scene bclorc he could he identified.
Tuesday, April 23, 11 :34 p.m.
Officers were sent to a nrnsc Jisturh.rncc call and came across a 19-yearolJ Davies Hall woman who appeared
tn he intoxicated. Upon arrival. the
woman appeared to he angry over a
disturhunce involving loud music. After further invl!stigution the woman
was rounu to he intoxicated. She was
cited and released.
Wednesday, April 24, 10 p.m.
A 20-ycar-old mun from StephcnsWhitney was cited and released for an
MIP. Officers noticeJ the man walking with an open container.
Thursday, April 25, 8:30 a.m.
A 28-year-olc.1 man was injured in
the L&L Building when a woman hit
him in the eye with a set of keys. The
victim was transported to the hospital
for his injuries. The 28-year-old

Jo

by

woman was arrestec.1 for domestic violence.
Thursday, April 25, 5:35 p.m.
A 19-year-old woman had her '72
Volkswagen broken into while it was
parked in the N-19 parking lot. A
purse was taken through a shatlered
window. Police have descriptions of
three suspects believed to be between
the ages or 16-20. They were seen
riding bikes near the scene.
Thursday, April 25, 7:50 p.m.
A 23-year-old man was cited for
reckless driving in the X-22 parking
lot. Oflicers reported that the man was
spraying gravel all over the lot while.
doing doughnuts.
Saturday, April 27, 9:08 p.m.
Officers were called to Barto Hall
to check on the authenticity of a hand
grenade owned by one or the residents.
Upon further inspection it was determined to be a cast-iron copy.
Sunday, April 28, 11:30 a.m.
A 25-year-old woman from
Brooklanc Village reported that two
pairs of jeans were sto len from the
laundry room. The loss was estimated
at $60. There are no suspects al this
time.

Students passed a motion to
add and change articles in the
ASCWU Constitution and ByLaws. Students voted 784-69 for
the constitution and 786-66 for the
by-laws.
Shannon Cutler, vice president
for student life and facilities, and
Debi Ross, vice president for equity and community service, made
the additions and changes to better
define and clarify the ASCWU
Constitution and By-Laws.
The constitution now has a
non-discrimination clause which
states: "The ASCWU will not discriminate in its membership on the
basis of race, age, sexual orientation, gender, religion, national origin, physical ability, academic

The report is mainly to give the
ASCWU an idea of where the budget is going Cutler said.
The duties of the vice president
for academic affairs were changed
by deleting specific committees the
vice president is supposed to sit on.
The BOD will now decide on
which committees are necessary,
Cutler said.
The remainder of the changes
focus on grammatical errors and
exactly when BOD members will
start and finish their terms of office.
Constitution changes will be reviewed by the Board of Trustees
(BOT) in June for consensus.
With the BOT's approval. constitution changes will take effect
June 1996. By-law changes will
take effect this June when the
newly elected ASCWU-BOD takes
office.

standing, or marital status."
According to Cutler the ASCWU
already requires all clubs to include
this clause in their constitution but the
ASCWU Constitution did not have
such a clause.
"It's something we needed to adopt
as well," Cutler said.
Another clause giving the BOD
authorization to penalize one of its
members was also added.
The by-laws now state the BOD
can penalize a member by a onemonth probationary period, vote of no
confidence, request for resignation,
public censure, reduction of pay, or
referral to the Council of Probity for
recall proceedings.
Also voted in was a change to the
by-laws requiring the senate of student
organizations treasurer's report to be
updated monthly and given to the executive vice president.

FEES: Cost must rise to stay up-to-date for students
From page I
rounc.1·."
Looking ahead, there will be a
ASCWU-BOD meeting on May
14 about the mandatory Health
and Counseling fee.
The fee could gradually rise to
$40. The current $25, according to
Baker, does not meet the cost of
health and medical services to stay

services provided to the students,"
Baker said. "It is in the student's benefit."
The health center is trying to
gerenerate more money by trying to
institute third-party insurance for
health and medical fees.
Student health and counseling fees
at every other university in the state of
Washington are mandatory and cost at
least $40 anually.

up-to-date with rising costs.
Since 1991 there has been no increase in the mandatory student health
and counseling fee because of concern
for the students.
However, inOation, the increased
cost of medical expenses and the need
for supporting Residence Living has
increased the need for the larger fee.
"We have no choice but to raise the
fee in order to keep a full staff and

1,-·s CHO ,-IME!
WORlD-FAMOUS COMEDIAN MARGARET CHO IS COMlllG TO CWU!
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Central
Excellence by CWU faculty members rewarded
blew a fuse
last -week
by Sara Bickler
Staff reporter

Three profe ssors have recently
been recognized by their fellow faculty members for excellence in research, teaching and public service.
Central' s 1996 Distinguished Proby Carrie Starbuck
fessor award for Research went to
Staff reporter
Carolyn Schactler for her extensive
research in clothing contruction
Some classes were canceled on pedogy, ethnic costume and apparel
Thursday and Friday when the power · design.
unexpectedly failed in six buildings
Schactler joined Central's faculty
on campus.
in 1976 and throughout her time here
At approximately 6:40 a.m.. she has raised the university 's apparel
Thursday morning, the SUB. Herlz design program to new levels of exMusic Hall. the Computer Center, cellence. Within in the last five years.
Black Hall, Dean Hall Science build- Schactler has led students to the final
ing and the Jongeward building simul- round of four International Textile and
taneously lost power due to a failing
Apparel Association Design Champielectric feeder.
onships, while winning three grand
"An electric feeder which supplies prizes herself in the faculty-profespower blew up on us and fried the sional category.
electric cables." said Barry Caruthers,
"It's surprising how creative stua customer liaison at Central facilities.
dents can become if there're taught
At I0:30 a.m., power was restored and nurtured in ways that will allow
to the SUB, Hertz Music Hall. the their creativity to develop," Schactler
Computer Center, and Black Hall, said.
leaving Jongeward and the Dean SciTo continue her research.
ence building in the dark.
Schactler is planning many travels and
"We were able to isolate these presentations this summer in places as
buildings from the rest, and redirect far as Bangkok and Thailand.
power to them through another
The award for excellence in teachfeeder," Caruthers said.
ing went to John Ressler for his
According to Duane Garlock. an unique "student-focused" style.
electrical supervisor at Central facilities, a scheduled outage was to occur
on Saturday morning to accommodate
workers in a science facility project
they were preparing for last weekend.
by Brien Bartels
"The outage on Thursday was just
Assistant news editor
a fluke," Garlock said. "It was not part
A lot of students will moving back
of the plan."
into
the residence halls next year, and
No serious damage was done. Acwill
have to pay more for the privicording to Paul James, a professor of
lege.
Those are the results of Cambiology in Dean Hall, generators were
used keep refrigerators running to prevent serious damage to samples, and
the power was finally restored to
Jongeward and Dean on Saturday at
11:30p.m.

Faculty members were honored or service in three areas. Carolyn Schactler recieved the award for outstanding research.
John Ressler accepted the award for excellence in teaching. Finally Jim Hawkins won the award for public service.
After 27 years at Central, Ressler
has taught 23 different courses, serves
as the director of the master's degree
program in Resource Management,
and also directs the Geographic Information Systems Laboratory here on
campus.
Ressler strives to pique students
interests in the classroom by sharing
his findings from different travels that
include Mexico, Chile, Costa Rica.
and European trips.
"Our job is to spark the students
interest in e~ch topic to the point that
it becomes meaningful to everything
else they are learning and observing,"
Ressler said.
In addition to his research, his writings, and his two terms as the Chair
of the Geography and Land Studies
department, Ressler still is actively

participating in the Association of
Af1:1erican Geographers. Sigma Xi .
and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
Jim Hawkins' work with the
Children ' s Theater group. won the
award for Public Service professor of
the year.
Hawkins. who would rather be referred to as a resource person or a
catalyst than a teacher, has built environments for learning since 1970.
He has been taking his students and
various productions on the road over
the years with the sole mission to entertain and stimulate thought amongst
small children.
"For years, children's theater was
assumed to be a place where you
dropped off the children and went off
to do the laundry," he said. "But hap-

pily, after 25 years. we have familie!->
who attend the theater together. We
have about 60 percent adult audiences
at ourchildrcn~s plays, which tells me
that good theater works for all ages."
In addition to his involvement with
the university, Hawkins has many side
projects including director and designer of the Laughing Horse Summer
Theater, and as an artist in residence
with the Sacramento Ballet Company,
Pacific Ballet Company and the California Theater Center.
Each of the winners will be presented with their awards at the Annual
Awards program sponsored by the
university board of trustees and the
alumni association.
They will also receive a plaque
and $1,500 during the honors convocation in June.

Housing contract costs to rise again next year
paign '96, the efforts of Housing Services to persuade campus residents to
stay in residence halls, and the separate campaign to boost the costs of
living there.
On April 19, the Board of Trustees
approved the 3.37 percent increase in

the price of residence contracts requested by Housing last quarter. The
annual bill will be $355 higher next
year. according to Shirleen Sterkel,
program coordinator for residence
halls. The increase was needed to
cover expens~s_ o!__s.taffing and pro-
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Mulliken answers concerns over fees and graduation
by Kelly Lawing

Joyce Mulliken
spoke on many
issues regarding
students. Some of
them were: four
years for a degree,
technology fees,
university costs,
and future distant
learning classrooms.

~ta!~~ep~rte_~---------Four years w finish a four year
Lkgrce is all it should take Joyce
Mulliken said to a handful of students
in the BOD office.
.. It's important to have ~tudents in
and out to make room for the next
group of students." Mulliken said.
Mulliken serves as the vice president of the Higher Education Committee in Olympia was interested in getting thl: student pcrspccti vc on their
Central experience. The cmt of education was the main subject, though
se\'eral suhjects were discussed.
"l enjoy serving on the Higher
Education Committee; it's very informative. it'~ very bipartisan." said
Mulliken.
Mulliken pointed out that college
students only pay a portion of the actual cost of attending college with the
state picking up the remaining cost.
Mulliken is a supporter of having
students take only four years to finish a four year degree.
This sparked the response from
-

IS

Garrett Grobler/Observer

students that some departments here
at Central demand a work load that
makes taking 15 to 18 credits every
quarter almost impossible. Mulliken

-

MAY

I 2TH

Buy your mom a gift
she will use forever.
Buy a
Comfort Pack
Moist Heat/Ice Pack
to sooth her aches and pains.

said she agreed and a better way to
look at this was as "credit to degree."
Mulliken referred to a program
that would get rid of what the legislature refers to as "professional students". Students who take 15 credits
every quarter and are getting no closer
to finishing their degrees and rely on
the state to continuously pay for it.
Mulliken said that two things need

to happen to allow students to finish
in a timely manner.
First the availability of classes
needs to increase and secondly better
advisement.
The technology fee was another
subject that was discussed. Mulliken
supports the fee .
"Each university should be allowed the flexibility to allow them to
spend the money without
micromangement from Olympia."
She explained that when the initial
funding was provided by the state to
set up computer labs they neglected to
provide funds for the upgrade of
equipment and supplies. The money
collected from the technology fee
would provide the needed money, she
said. The fee would be $120 maximum and be divided into $40 per
quarter.
"Student government is still in the
discussion stage but the administration, including CTS is working on the
proposal stage," said Brian Dolman,
president of student government.
"The Board of Trustees will review it in June after the student government gives any proposal it's formal
approval" Dolman said.
With the cost of our education continuously rising and the state funding
to help off set the costs the suggestion
has been made that responsibility for
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custom portrait package by
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June 17 - August 2
Yakima River Basin
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No Prerequisites

For information, please contact
Barbara Bicchieri
Department of Anthropology
963-3489

paying for higher education should
shift more to the students and family.
Another possibility is to solicit funds
from the private sector.
Higher education only receives
11 % of the state's-general fund budget.
"Higher education is getting less as
social services and law enforcement
are demanding more." Mulliken said.
"We can't keep expanding the budget
if we don't have the tax base to support it."
Mulliken's vision of universities in
the future is that they will be linked
through technology. Being a student
at Central therefore would not only
mean taking classes on this campus,
she said.
Through technology students
could take classes from several universities in Washington, private and
public, without ever leaving Ellensburg.
In the future there could conceivably be a partnership between private
and public universities and it will be
through technology she continued.
"How much are we willing to pay
for; we want less taxes, less regulations but don't touch my programs."
Mulliken said.
"We must all take more individual
responsibility for our lives." was
Mullikcn's closing statement.

HOUSING: almost
half return to halls
From page 3
reserved rooms for next year, a return
rate of 46 percent.
''The numbers came in where I
thought they would," said Janice
Freehill, director of Housing.
Neither Sterkel nor Freehill could
say whether Campaign '96 had been
successful at retaining more residents,
but Sterkel said that this year's sign up
was easier, better planned and less
confusing than the lottery system used
in previous years.
"We planned to make it fun for students." said Sterkel. "Some students
had to stand in line for an hour and a
half, but they didn't complain."

CORRECTION
In a story about McNair Scholars
in last week's Observer we misspelled
Saundra Schoenberg\ name.
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Basic classes face
not so basic changes
by Aimee Peterson

Staff reporter
Current basic and breadth requirements may be changing. For two
years the Administration of the General Education Committee has been
working toward modifying the current
requirements.
"Certainly the changes that have
been proposed do not constitute an
academic revolution. they represent
an attempt to make general education
more incorporated," said Beverly
Heckart, history department chair.
Heckart explained these changes
(if accepted by the Senate) will represent some continuity Lo the existing
program. The committee wants students to think about how the contenl
of classes relate to one another.
'The last time the current requirements were changed was 20 years
ago." said Robert Jacobs, political
science department chair. "The University administration asked the committee to reform and revise the current
requirements.··
According to the proposal, one of
the new changes would be in the English departmenr. Existing requirements total nine credits (two classes)
from either English 10 I. I02. or 30 I.
The new format would require students to successfully complete only

English 10 I and 102.
The proposal outlines several other
revisions, including the addition of
new classes. One of these is Math
I02, mathematical topics. This would
be an overview of several systems of
math.
"The committee felt very strongly
that all students should be required to
have some knowledge of the college
level mathematics," the report stated.
Another change requires students
to have a common knowledge of computer skills. Computer Skills I OS
(The Logic of Computing) would be
a new addition to the general education requirements. According to the
proposal. this class would "strengthen
the formal reasoning of the basic requirements."
According to the proposal, "students must either pass an examination
in the fundamentals of computing
pnor to taking more than 60 credits,"
or pass selected classes relating to
computer skills.
The General Education Committee
talked to many departments regarding
the changes.
"Ideally the department chairs
were supposed to talk to their departments,'' Heckart said. The committee
wanted professors to have a fair say
in what the changes might be.
The Senate will vote May IS on
whether to accept the proposal.

s.

Page

ELECTIONS: candidates debate issues
Students can vote all over campus today

From page I
dent government and my direct involvement in committees:· Vogler
said. "Issues that pertain directly to
this position."
Almberg was involved in swdent
leadership in high school.
"I am willing to go out and meet
everyone personally,'' Almberg said.
"I would be willing to do this position
even if it wasn't paid."
Shannel Robbins and Kira
Wheeler are the candidates for vice
president for equity and community
service.
Robbins was the vice president and
treasurer for Sprmgfield Technical
College in Massachusetts where she
worked in the diversity cemcr. was
liaison for the gender equity center
she is currently involved with
Central's Women's Recourse Center.
Whee:er was involved with Distributive Education Clubs of America.
Future Business Leaders of Amenca.
and 4-H in high school.
The constitutional changes passed

with a vote of784-69 and the hy-laws
passed with a vote of 786-66.
On Tuesday. April 30, each BOD
candidate participated in a two-hour
debate that was held at Club Central.
Each candidate answered questions

''

I would be willing
to do this position
even if it wasn't
paid.
-Kristin Almberg

from a panel and rhen from the audience.
"I think the debate went excellent,
the questions were intelligent and
thoughtful." said Logan Aimone.
chairof the election committee. "The
responses were up to the level of the
questiom."

Each candidate was given time for
a one-minute opening statement.
Candidates were questioned on topic-.
such as community relations, thl'
Observer's financial state. KCA T'-.
recent changes. i-.sues raised in the
campus climate report. and how stu dents would remember the terms of
the officers, one year from now .
The majority or the questions Wl'rC
given to the two presidential candidates.
··1 feel I am very aware or stuJenh.
I haven't heen isolated away from students." Eldridge said.
"I've learned to care." Allen said.
"I have realized that students need to
learn how powerful they arc."
The candidates that are running
unopposed arc Chandler Riker, John
Burkhart, Amy Gillespie. and Tony
Gepner.
Students will he able to vote at the
same locations as in the primary elections. You will be able to vote from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the SUB. lunch and
dinner at Holmes. Studio East, and
Tunstall lobbies, and I p.m. to 7 p.m.
in the Library and Nicholson Pavilion.

THE POP MACHINE DIDN'T SPIT YOUR
WRINKLED BILL BACK OUT.
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YOU FOUND OUT YOUR ENTIRE WINTER
QUARTER CAN BE TAKEN PASS/FAIL.
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Reception in Yakama Room May 8th, 7pm
Sponsored by GALA and ASCWU Student
Activities

Mother's Day is May 12

YOU FOUND 99 < IN THE BOTTOM
OF YOU~ \VASHING MACHINE.
............
t

Be AGood Kid ...
Don't Forget
Mom On
Her Special Day
If you asked her, Mom would probably tell you to go to Mail Boxes Etc~ to

have her Mother's Day present packaged and shipped. Mail Boxes Etc. will
handle your Motheris Day packages with care.

We also have some great cards to send!
11·MAD.BOXESETC"
IT'S NOT WHAT WE

IT'S How WE Do

Do.

IT~·

962-3810
110 w. 6th
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Wake up and vote! Student angry over power pole
The Observer would like to take a few moments to talk about the student government debate on Tuesday and endorse those candidate'- we feel
are the most qualified for leading the student body in the coming year.
First of all, the Observer hopes the turnout at the debate is not representative of the number of students concerned about the election or who
will vote on Thrusday. The fact is. only 23 students showed up, not including the I0 candidates. Definitely not a good turnout for a population
that exceeds 5,000 people.
For the office of president. the Observer cannot endorse either candidate for two reasons. First of all, Lisa Allen is currently a member of our
staff, and it would not be ethical for us to make a decision in this race.
Second! y. we cannot endorse either candidate because it is such a close
race. \lien and Adam Eldridge are both very eloquent and have a firm
grasp of the problems facing students. They both have leadership experience as well. with Allen serving on this year's BOD as executive vice president and Eldridge serving as an LGA for the last two years. This will be
a nail-biting race to watch.
For the position of executive vice president, the Observer endorses Rick
Vogler. Vogler. who ran for this position against Allen last year, returns
with a wealth of leadership experience. He's the AFROTC cadet commander. the Services & Activities Fee Committee chair, and the assistant
director of the Office of Legislative A, fairs. While Kristen Alm berg, his
opponent, is enthusiastic, she doesn't have the experience in student affairs or leadership that Vogler does.
Best equipped to assume the position of vice president for equity and
community service is Shannel Robbins. Robbins, a transfer student from
Springfield . .Mass .. has served in a variety of positions at her former school,
including student vice president. treasurer. a memberof the Black Student
Union, and is serving with the Women's Resource Center here at Central.
With her wealth of knowledge and experience she is hands down the best
choice.

To the editor:
I have a word to describe the Citizens for a Beautiful Community and
CWU Board of Trustees: pathetic.
The BOT is pathetic for caving into the
demands of unreasonable fanatics at
the cost of CWU' s future, and the
CBC pathetic for being the perfect
example of everything that is wrong
with the world.
Not one person in the CBC bothered to take the initiative until the
damage had already been done. The
plans for the power poles had been
posted for more than long enough for
anyone to file a complaint. However,
it seems that it takes more than plans

to get these so-called "activists" up off
their lazy rears.
It makes me sick, the lack of initiative I see in the world. We have become accustomed to not fixing things
until they' re broken. rather than doing
what we can to ensure things don't get
broken. If any of you CBC morons
would have taken a little time to review what was going to happen over
the next several years, this may have
been avoided.
And the EMF emissions? Lose the
scare tactics, and if you don't know
what the hell you 're talking about, shut
up. I agree, we don't know a hell of a
lot about EMF. but we get much more
(and yes. on a regular basis) from more

•

issue

common things. How many CBC
members became members because
they were bored with re-runs of
"Chari ie' s Angels" and decided it was
time to take action?
I commend Kurt Thomas and Brian
Dolman in their stands against the removal of the poles. It's a shame that
unreasoning fanatics cdrry more
weight than responsible, intelligent
members of society.
You CBC want something useful to
do? Try a "Save the plankton, kill the
whales!" campaign.

Thomas Jordan
student

Students need better advising

my major, and he approved my taking
these P.E. classes twice and did not
Students Beware · Ll.ke many other inform me that I had would not receive
tudents
S
' I recently applied for gradu - credit. In addition, every grade report
ation. They informed me that I was I received showed that I earned the
two credits short of the required 180. credits. Apparently the computer
When I called to find out why I was gives us credit, but when it comes time
' While the other four positions are running uncontested. we'd like to
'
·
.
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· serve d th'1s year as
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. s dto
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totally re-eva1uate t e way 1t trams a the chair ol the rc~1dence hall counc1l. G11lesp1e also has served on the
·
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· Board an d the SUB stratcg1c
· Pl annmg
· commlttee.
· g1vmg
· · her a wt'de
When I came to Central for my in- visors, 1 there is any tramrng emg
U111011
·
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troductory day as a freshman I met done at all.
range oI. expcnencc
in wor mg wit a vanety o1 1acu 1ty, sta , stu ents
and administrators.
with one of the many advisers avail hie
Freshman students cannot be exbefore registering. While meeting pected to understand every little in and
with him I was told that if you repeat out of the regulations concerning
a P.E. class you can receive credit both graduation. I will take some of the
times but only the latest grade is used blame for this problem, but I feel I did
LETTER WRITERS:
when computing your GPA. Appar- what was required. I am sure I am not
All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m. Friday before the week of
ently
this adviser had no idea what he the only student who didn't read their
publication date. Letters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
was talking about.
entire catalog when enrolling, specifiAll letters MUST include your name·and phone numbe( for verificaAdditionally, as you know all who cally the small paragraph dealing with
tion. Please write to the reader rather than to any specific person. . ·.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
have earned less than 45 credits must repeats. I must now pay for the extra
libel and matters of taste.
. ·. ·
·;. .
meet with an adviser prior to register- two credits as overloads when they
Send letters to: Bouillon 222, Ellensburg, WA 98926, or bring them
ing in order to have their schedule could have been taken care of quarters
to the newsroom (Bouillon 222, FAX 963-1026). You may also send
approved, and receive their PIN. Well, ago.
letters via e-mail to Observer@cwu.edu.
·
Ididmeetwiththeheadofadvisingin
In today's technologically adTo the editor;

!

vanced society, why can't REGI inform students when registering that
they will not receive credit for a class
when they are registering for a class
they have already received credit for.
and ~hy can't student grade reports
reflect the correct amount of earned
c:iedirsf..1 • • ~; ··
, '
.·
~ Additionally, why can't. a student , ,
.
• .!
•
receive c_redit for for the same P.E . . '
class more than once? A student receives virtually the same benefit from
the jogging class the first time it is
taken as he/she would receive the second or third time. The one credit P.E.
classes are not academic in nature.
It is time for students to stand up
and demand better advising. If you
have a problem, don't keep your
mouth shut just beacuse you need your
advisor's recommendation, speak up
and speak loud! The problem is huge
and will not get any better unless we
demand it.
~

Benjamin D. Tatro
student

Observer

Parking problem
requires realistic
solution

Are you looking for an apartment
Spring, Summer, or Fall Quarter?

Anchor M Apartme~ts

Dear Editor,
In this article Aimee Peterson
wrote on 4-18-(Community could
close crowded corners to Central
cars):
"Presently, if a student does not
have a parking permit ... they may
park their car along any side street.
However, parked cars are creating
pressure on the streets surrounding
campus.
"The City of Ellensburg, with the
aid.of the university, is considering a
proposal to create Residential Parking
Zones (RPZ's). The RPZ's would
prohibit students. faculty and staff
from parking their cars in specified
areas of the community surrounding
campus."
I wish to point out something.
Most of the congestion takes place in
the streets on the south end of campus.
The students who live in Muzzall. Sue
Lombard, and Kamala all receive free
parking permits because the closest
school lot is about 7 blocks away (especially with the destruction of the sub
lot). However, even with free permits.
the residents of these halls insist on
parking close to where they live (I
admit it, I do too). But my point is. if
these people are .required by these
RPZ' s to park on campus then those
students who live off campus will then
park on the streets south of the campus and the congestion will still exist.
These off campus studencs will be eligible for a RPZ permit because they
are "residents.'' They will then not
have to pay the
$80 per year for a CWU parking
permit, thus, a loss or revenue for the
university.
These RPZ' s will not solve the
congestion problem that currently exist south of the campus. With fewer
available student parking spots on the
south end of campus each year, the
University needs to consider providing parking that is assessable to these
students and not drive them farther
their Halls.

'F'°Y"Vit ?
V(:,c¥:+af11(:, Drir1~,
'F'"r~h

is now accepting applications for
Spring, Summer, & Fall quarters
Stop by the Anchor M office and
pick up an application, or
call 925-2725 for
more information.

H"(:,Ybal Tua,

Village Pizza Bagels!
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1 800 CALL ATT

much-needed

and save yourself some

1

qualms

broke college students.

So, calling card in hand, you dial

)

But it could be

a no-name company that has no

overcharging

...

Mo" - f"ri 8: 30am - S"pttt
Satvrali'J 'jam - 5'fM
S""alat.r 11 aM - 'fpttt

·'j'12-b'120
115 W. 'f-fh
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1901 N. Walnut
Ellensburg

John Losey
student
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Dial 1 800 CALl. ATT for Al&T Calling Card calls.
Always get Al&T. Never get overcharged.
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Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meetings held every

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice;'"

Wednesday:
Noon, SUB 105

Monday & Friday:
Noon, SUB 107

•·

Gpen to all students, staff,
faculty & community members

For more information stop
by the D.A.P.P.E.R. office,
SUB 106, or call 963-3213
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Margaret Cho to perform In McConnell
by Cory Rikard

~~-~~!-- ~~p~~~-~r___ ----------------

S hc ·~ got beauty, charm. humor. fame anJ ftirtunc. She· s Mar-

garet Cho. anJ on May 4, she's
coming to Central.
The 25-ycar-old, KnreanA rnerican comedian/actress has
had her share or suu:ess. She has
bc1:11 seen un her own television
show. 'All American Girl,' along
with other shows such as "The
HBO Comedy Half Hour, starring
Mmgarct Cho."
The comedy show has since
heen canceled. but that hasn't
slowed Cho down one bit. She's
still on the road. sharing her comedy style with audiem:cs aroLind
the country
Cho says that performing has
always been a part or her life .
Even though her parents wcrcn 't
always happy with her choices.
"I have al ways wanted to be a
performer, much to the chagrin of
my parents, who would have preferred a doctor or lawyer in the
family." Cho said in a November

1994 interview in Glamour Magazine. "I understand them completely. The entire reason they
came to America was to secure my
future."
Though her parents were
against it, Cho realized her dream
and became an actress and a standup comedian early in her life, and
in 1994 became a cast member in
one of the first Asian-American
shows (there hasn't been one since

Margaret Cho will
perform in McConnell
auditorium Saturday
night You may know
Cho from the sitcom
"All-American Girl,••
"The HBO Comedy
Half Hour," or from
her numerous standup comedy acts.

1976).
"I am so proud that it is mine.

And trust me, getting this opportunity wasn't easy, partly because
American TV is not exactly hunting it," she said.
Cho has worked in comedy
since 1989 and found fame in her
hometown or San Francisco, but
decided to take her talent down
south to Los Angeles soon after.
Now Cho will be coming ro
McConnell Auditorium to share
her unique brand of comedy with
the students of Central.
"I never really watched her
show, but I love her stand-up comedy:· senior Cl int Bryan said.

Photo courtesy of Student
Activities

"Her live act is great."
Senior Bryan King agrees. "I
saw her perform once a long time
ago and she was very funny, so I
am going to see her again."
Cho' s stand-up revolves around

many things, among them sex and
her differences with her mother.
"I think she's an outstanding
comedian, I especially like the
irony of her jokes," junior R.J.
Johnson said. "She makes me

laugh for hours on end."
"I think that she's fantastic,"
said senior Sean 01 iver.
The show starts at 7:30 p.m. on
Saturday. Ticket prices are $5 for
students, $7 general admission.

Orchesis modern dancers groove down at Central
by Mindy Goldfarb
Assistant Scene editor
Join in a celebration of National
Dance Week with the Orchesis
Dance Threatrc, Central's performing dance company.
The annual spring concert combines a unique blend of styles rangmg from lyrical modern 10 funk jazz.
abstract co theatrical. and dramatic to
comedy.
"The showcase formal has been
very successful," said the Orchesis
director. Lana Jo Sharpe. "It allows
the company to create and perform
orig111al dances in many different
styles. We bel ievc the audience enjoys seeing the eclectic variety or approaches.··
The performances will be held al
8 p.m. on May 2. 3, and -l in the
Nicholson Pavilion Dance Studio.
Tid. ct~ will g.o nn ~ale at 7:30 p.m.
Prkes arc $3 for limllcd chair scat111g and $2 tor floor seatrng..

Nat~r.~.1

~

.. · .
.,~~'-%)

Orchesis Dance Theater will perform a wide range of dances for the next three days in Nicholson Pavilion.

mode of transportation cuts down on pollution

all those "c1ly slickers"
uul lhL·rc to 1ry horse -bad riding . Fnr expc r ie nccd or inexperi\L1ny rnrnpl~1in th:.it there is nuthenced riders . horseback
111~ i'un to dt> in Ellcn:-.burg . Prohahl;. the lll11) acti\ itics that immcJi- riding is an enjoyable
way to spend a few
<tlcl) ..:omc w mind arc hiking, roller
hl.id ing . and lllhcr routine springhuur~ nr free time . It
11mc ac11v111c'.-..
But. there 1s more Ul)Csn'l require a lot or
physical strength and it
11> Lhi than people think. especial!~
lll l \\ that the :-.nm\ has melted and
can he Jone al a pace
C\ cryunc rnn go uut in shorts and
comfortahle for any
\\\ im..,uits There i-. unc acti\ity. rider. It's fun, and more
importantly, you do not
! il ~ll ''ill rc4uire jeans. C\Cn in the
h1it nwnths to com1.:--lll)i:-.chad: need to own a horse .
riding
There arc places in
)t \1.11uld he a g:·cat experience f11r ,, .Jilll:nshurg that aclllally

by Sarah Pe tty
Staff reporter
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Many Arabian crossbreeds. like Rebel at the Rock N'

rent horses to people
who want to ride. For
example, the Rock 'N'
Tomahawk Ranch, offers guided horseback
rides. The ranch is located at the mouth of
Green Canyon at the
end of the county road.
The rides take visitors
into open spaces, rolling hills and gullies, and
up into Green Canyon.
Riders will enjoy the
Kittitas Valley and the
surrounding mountains.

offers a variety of options for those
interested in a fun-filled day in the
great outdoors. The Ranch provides
customers with horses, but brave
souls venturing out for the day need
to bring their own lunches. Whichever ride you choose, you will enjoy
watching for coyote, deer, elk, chipmunks, eagles, and all the other
wildlife in Green Canyon.
The ranch offers a variety of activities including sleigh and wagon
rides. sunrise and moonlight rides.
and in the near future. teepee camping. For more information on horseback riding call Robert and Bernice

Tomahawk rBanch,
are a~~l~~le" fo~ ~id~~~Te~
~e A.~~a~k/~bse_~~r· ....;:-::;~~~~ ~·}~~e~~ :;!. e._~~~~.Jl~1~·kuJ~~~iiL:·. ~~~
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Cinco de Mayo time 1n E-Burg AreN Damme mMe
by Lydia West
Staff reporter
On May 5, 1862, in a desperate
attempt to maintain their independence, 5,000 ill-equipped Mestizo
and Zapotec Indians battled and
defeated the French army in the
"Batalla de Puebla" (Battle of
Puebla).
Although the Mexicans were
eventually conquered in the overall struggle, the battle victory
came to represent Mexican unity
and patriotism.
"Cinco de Mayo" marks the anniversary of this historic battle,
and this Sunday will be the l 34th
celebration of Mexico's victory
over the French.
·Often mistaken for Mexico ' s
Independence Day, which was
September 16, 1810, "Cinco de
Mayo" has become more of a
Mexican-American holiday than a
Mexican holiday.
"[Cinco de Mayo] is not that
big of a deal in Mexico," said
Liliana Nieto, a Mexican exchange
student.
Nieto said she was surprised
that Americans even knew about
it, considering that France was ultimately victorious over the Mexicans.
''[Mexico J won that battle," she
said, "but there were a lot of
battles that they did not win."
In the United States, however,
"Cinco de Mayo" provides Mexica-n-Americans with a link to their
history and a chance to celcbrare
their culture.
For non-Mexicans. it provides
an excuse to dance, party, and
drink margaritas.
Central has celebrated all this
week with several "Cinco de
Mayo" activities, sponsored by the
women's resource center, the diversity office, student affairs and
MEChA. Central ' s Hispanic club.

Festivities included theater. music,
and dance. All activities are free
and open to the public.
If you missed the theater group,
"Local Access" on Monday or
Yakima's mariachi band, "Los
Campesinos de Michoacan"
Wednesday, you can still catch
speaker Thomas Villanueva today
at noon in the SUB pit
Villanueva is the former president of the Washington state chap-

for a special Mexican dinner,
sponsored by MEChA. in late celebration of the holiday.
They will be serving Mexican
soda, lemon empanadas (a Mexican dessert), flautas, tamales and
a host of other Mexican favorites.
Both of Ellensburg' s Mexican
restaurants, "Casa de Blanca" and
"El Caporal," will be providing
drink and dinner specials all this
weekend, and ''Casa de Blanca"
will be giving away door prizes.
Red Robin also will be having
a small celebration, providing customers with specials on food and
drinks.
Adeline's Blues Cafe, 315 N.
Main (upstairs), will be providing
drink and dinner specials, along
with Karaoke for entertainment,
and after a few margaritas,
Karaoke can be very entertaining.
The Mini, located at l l 1 W.
3rd, is whooping it up with a
"Cinco de Mayo" blow-out party,
complete with a DJ, beer specials
on Corona and Dos Equis, and free
"macarena" dance lessons.
The party is scheduled for Sunday, starting at 4 p.m., and there
is no cover charge.
"Come down for cheap, Mexican beer and free dance lessons,"
said Mint manager, Mark
Misiewicz.
Central's Spanish Club is having a small barbecue at a local
park. For more information, contact the club's president, Linda
Blaine, at 925-2983.

''

"[Cinco de Mayo] is
not that big of a
deal in Mexico:'
-Liliana Nieto,
exchange
student from
Mexico
ter of United Farm Workers of
America and will speak about the
union's efforts in the state.
Friday will mark the end of the
week-long festivities with a performance by the Hispanic dance
group, "Folklor de Algeria
Hispana" at noon in Club Central.
Tunstall dining hall is decking
out its dining room next Tuesday

A new martial-arcs film, 'The
Quest,' presents the self-directed debut for Jean Claude
Van Damme.
The film told in flash-back,
presents a man's quest in the year
of
1925.
Christopher
DuBoise(Van Damme), an orphan from New York, find himself stowed-away and in trouble
when hi~ ship is attacked by
Lord Admiral Dubbs(Roger
Moore).
Dubbs, along with partner
Harry , sai 1 the seas as the
world's last pirates. Dubbs becomes enchanted by DuBoise's
brawling abi Ii ty and crudely
takes Van Damme under his
wing .
Pleading to go home to New
York. Moore intercepts Van
Damme' s anticipates by dropping him off on a small island to
become a warrior.
Six months later, on a trip to
a remote Tibetan city, Dubbs
and DuBoise run into each other
once again.
When Dubbs learns of the

I

LINDEi ClllOPIACTIC CEllTD

DR. MYRON LINDEi
DR. SANDY LINDER

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS~
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
~ 409 N. PINE ST.
9lS-l273
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Keystone
Half Rack $3 99
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Celebrate Parent's Weekend with

I

Another Great Place to Find...

;
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i ~~r;··
I

APT.

i-2-Piece MeaC

Scottish, India, Celtic,
Weis, Perfect Porter

$2.99*
1
1·Thigh/leg or BreasVWing

THOMAS KEMPEl
r.ASPJEllV WHEAT:

I
18 Pieces-OJChicken
Tenderi

• Ind Mashed Potatoes w/ Gravy

22oz. $1.79
_,

I • Ind: Cole Slaw
I • Biscuit or Cornbread Muffin
available only at participating KFC
I *Offer
restaurants. Not valid with any other offer.
L Do..!!'~in~~~~~ S/26191>. "

1 Roast™
I
Only

$6.99

.

~
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I
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i
I

I
for Gals AND Guys! '@)' I
CLOTHES

\el I

I
ALSO...
1 I (@)Books, Craft Supplies, Dishes, Linens, Shoes,
I I ~ Hardware, Toys, LEVI'S, Collectables, ·
I
~
And All Kinds of Second-Hand Stuff!
I I Receive 30% OFF Clothing With This Ad.

I
I*Offer available only at participating KFC
restaurants. Combination white/darlc piecs.
I Additio~ ~e for breast pieoe substitution.I
Not vahd with any other offer. Does not
.,iJ\clu~e Sfl~~,ta,t...F.Jpirp;,S/Ull26, . ,, ••.
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&rants

$4 • 99

I

=cooL DORM FURNITURE=

KFC

Reg., Light, Ice

925-2467
8th & Chestnut

Staff reporter

mysterious martial-ans battle
and the prize. a solid gold
dragon, he immediately wants in
on the action.
The gentlemen eventually
conjure up a plan to get an allinclusive invitation to fight the
greatest warriors of the planet.
With a scrolled invitation
sent to the four corners of the
world. these great men arc honored to test rheir skills and courage.
When the brutal battle is nar·
rowed down to DuBoise anti .t
harbarian fighter from Mongolia
the outcome of the bloody bank
isn't misconstrued, the victor or
the Gang-Genn is none other
than, Van Damme.
The movie ended with a story
hook closure and 'The Quest' by
Carrie Newton, a3ournalist from
the New York Globe and the
11 nly woman casted in the film,
ll n the hard bound cover.
The plot is predictable and a
rehash from any of Van
Dammcs previous pictures, take
your pick. Although Van
Damme's adventures are the
high light of the film, venturing
to the video store is far enough
to see this new film.

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to campus

•••••••••••••••
Is anybody you
know interesting? If
so 1 call the Scene
sect10n, and we'll do
a star~ on them.
963-1073

6
Packs

by Lori Bigelow
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;
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Sarah Spurgeon Gallery showcases Central students
by Bonnie Hughes
Staff reporter
Emme checks out
the. student art
show at Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery,
going on now
through May
17th. The show
provides an
. opportunity for
students to
display their work
to the public.

From'"A:pril 30 until May J7, the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery will be home to
artwork created by undergraduate and
graduate Cenral students.
The student art exhibit lets students
gain experience displaying their art to
. the public. Greg Walters, a junior, is one
such student. His alabaster stone sculpture is one of the pieces exhibited in the
gallery. According to Walters the exhibit is a great chance for student artists

to gain exposure for their work.
"I j!'Uess the whole basis for doing art
is to suow people". let others appreciated
it," Walters said
For those who have a hankering for
a new piece of sculptu'"e for their coffee
table, this may be the place to come.
Some of the pieces are for sale. Visitors
to the gallery may see a painting by the
next Picasso before he or she becomes
famous. The gallery is open from 8-5
Monday through Friday, with showings
during Parents' Weekend from lOa.m.4 p.m. on Saturday and lO a.m.-2 p.m.
on Sunday. Admission is free.

WE BAKE

•

YOU BAKE

PIZZA
PIZZA - CALZONE - LASAGNA - SALAD
• Fresh dough rolled daily
• Excellent Pizza
Food stamps
gladly accepted
on you bake
products.

• Friendly Service
•Excellent Prices

~
/f4/i11n Kite/ten .

Justin Gibbins enjoys one of the many pieces at the student show.

Call ahead
and your
order will
be waiting!

Amy Compton/Observer

Mother's Dav

ELLENSBURG • 925-6677

Is coming... Mav 121

Historic Downtown - 309 N Pearl Street

THIS YEAR THINK

DIFFERENT!

GET SOMETHING WITH

HER IN MIND!
LET

MARIANNE ... AT HEALTHWAVE

SHOW YOU
MOM

IN
KITTITAS
COUNTY

HOW TO SHOW
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May Music the CWU _way

Advising Week Grad. Recital
Michelle
Troy Lydeen & Jay
Watson, flute
Roulston, trumpet
lpm
Bpm

Flute-a-thon
Midnight-Noon

All day, Hertz Recital Hall
Student Composers Festival
coordinated by: Dr. John Mickel

Men & Women's Track & Field
CWU Multi Event Invitational
Ellensburg

Flute-a-thon
Noon-Midnight

Senior Recital
Dina FrClnZ,
piano 7pm

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group

4 p.m., SUB Yakama Rm.
KCAT Meeting

3-4 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: "How to be Successful at
Interviewing."
Presented by: Career Development
Services

7:30 p.m., SUH Yakama Rm.
ReJOYce in Jesus Campus Fellowship

4

3
Jazz Festival
All Day

Jazz Festival
All Day

-

-

5 p.m., SUB 204
Women's Student Organization

-

Junior Recital

7 p.m., SUB 204

Danny Halsalh,

Young Republican's Club

e~8pm

s.

5
Se11ior Recital
Chlzuko
Komura, piano
Spm

Pre-Peg Fall
Quarter

7

Mother's Day!!!

12

13

Junior Recital
Annie Lewis,
clarinet
8pm
f9

Sophomore
Recital

Angela
Schuster,
violin
Bpm

26

E.H.S. Band

Trumpet
Festival
8am-10pm

Concert
6-9pm

Trumpet Choir
Concert 8pm

14
15
16
Junior Recilal Percussion Ens.
IAJE Nile
Tomoko Maki, Concert
8pm
piano
Bpm
Wind Ensemble
Bpm
Concert
Bpm

20
21
Memorial Day mM>
Quartet
Holiday Ill
Messian
Junior Recital 8pm
Dan Maher,
piano
Bpm

27

28

22

-

7 p.m., Grupe Center
Discussion: "The Approaching
Millennium: America Prepares for
Armageddon"

-

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Concert: Student Composer's
coordinated by: Dr. John Mickel
8:30 p.m., Adeline's
Live band: surprise band

17

row

Symphonic
Band Concert
;3pm

11

10

9

8
Faculty Recital STUDIO
Larry Gookin,
trombone
Faculty
Spm
Woodwind
Quintet
8pm

Jazz Nile
8pm

23

18
Senior Recital
RuthAnna
Vancleave,
:iQJ2[il012 612m
Senior Recital •
I
Jeremy
Freisz,
'rumpet Bpm

Grand Central Theatre
Starting: "The Truth About Cats and
Dogs"

Women's Softball
Conference Tournament

-

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Faculty Recital Series: Dr. Tad
Snedeker, Natural Horn

24
Senior Recilal
Chris Hull,

saxophone

8:30 p.m., Austin's Eats
Brett Lovins & Phil Sottille: Banjo &
Guitar duo

Bra~

Bpm

SJ

29

-

9 p.m., The Thunderbird
Live band: "Something Different"
no cover

30

31

-

9 p.m.-midnight, Best Western
Ellensburg Inn
Casino night "A weekend in Vegas"
21 & older
Presented by: Alpha Kappa Psi

-

9:30 p.m., The Buckboard
Live band: "Reckless"
no cover

Subliminal Message:
Go see Biloxi Blues
It OP.ens 6:30 _p.m.,
May 7, in the Tower
theatre. $8
student/s~nior 1/2
pnce

-

Women's Softball
Conference Tournament
Men & Women's Track & Field
PNW Conference Meet, Ellensburg
11 a.m.-4 p.m., Kittitas County
Fairgrounds
4th Annual Celebration of Cultures in
Kittitas County
Cultural performances all day.
International food, storytelling, and
photo display
Free to the public

*

since

1 8 9 2

-..

T ue..'cay..

~'I

-

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group
4-5 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: How to find the job you
want.
Presented by: Career Development
Services

-

5:30 p.m., Counseling Center
S.T.E.P.S Meeting

-

6 p.m., SUB 204
PRSSA
Come check it out!

6:30 p.m., Tower Theatre
Opens: Biloxi Blues, a Neil Simon
comedy
SS, students/seniors-1/2 price any
performance
7 p.m., Mary Grupe Center
Chi Alpha Meeting

-

8 p.m., SUB 204,205
"Free pizza & politics"
Sponsored by: Young Democrats of

cwu

-

8:30 p.m., Adeline's
Live band: surprise band

On-campus interview:
•John Hancock Financial Services
Contact Career Development Services
@ 963-1921 for more info

-

Noon, Lind 215
Speaker: Dr. Andrew Felmy
"The New Environmental and
Molecular Sciences Laboratory:
Establishing Collaborative Research"

-

4-5 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: Writing effective resumes/
cover letters
Sponsored by: Career Development
Services

-

-

5 p.m., Bouillon Rm 101
National Broadcasting Society
6 p.m., Studio East Dining Hall

Residence Hall Council Meeting
•
8 p.m •• Tower Theatre
Biloxi Blues, a Neil Simon comedy
SS, students/seniors-1/2 price

Noon-8 p.m., Best Western Ellensburg
Inn
*
Casino night" A weekend in Vegas"
8 p.m.-9 p.m., Austin's Eats
18 & older
Poetry reading
Presented by: Alpha Kappa· Psi'.•::':~'. •.._P)~a$e be prompt.

-

·wake
up!
and smell the coffee·

7:30 p.m., McConn~I A~d~orium
· A,deline~s Ladies ~ig~t
CQn,tedy .Nigh.t:' Margate't Cho ·.• }__ ~~cents oft-all dnn~
$5 stqdents, S..,7 gfneral . '. • • , , , i "'

-

9 p.m., The Thunderbird

Roast Turkey Dinner at Noon Sunday

D&M COFFEE

1'be Palace Saloon

Manitoba S Main

Featuring Spirits &Draft Beer

Weekdays 6am to 7pm
Sat 7am to 7pm
~--su_n_._s_t_o_s__ ~

.,,
, ',

~W•,cay.. ~'/

,

,

fl

-

Live band: "Something Different"
no cover

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Com·ersation Group

9:30 p.m., The Buckboard
Live band: "Reckless"
no cover

4-5 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: Ho~· to be successful at
interviewing
Sponsored by: Career Development
Services

Men & Women's Track & Field
CWU Multi Event Invitational
Ellensburg

5 p.m .• SUB 204
Women's Student Organization

-

Best Break/asts In Town

1

On-campus interviews:
•Prudential Financial Servict!S
•Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Contact Career Development Services
@ 963-1921 for more info

6 p.m., SUB 209
GALA Meeting

STUOIO

Choir
Per/ormance
Bprr,

~.,,cay.. ~'I "

Uncontested
Withdraw!

2
F acuity Recital cnM>
Tad Margelll,
Jazz Summit
oboe
Sub-Evening
Spin

Joni Recital

~W•'G'/a ~ .,

, Saturday

Friday
Faculty Recital
Jeff Snedeker,
Sludent• .......
natural horn
Composer'•
8pm
Concert
8pm

Up and Coming
-"w ~. w ..).. °"' ~y ' - ~ Cl

-

1 p.m., Ellensburg Golf Club
Parent's weekend GolfTourny
$10

-

8 p.m., Tower Theatre
Biloxi Blues, a Neil Simon comedy

$8, students/seniors-1/2 price

Anyone interested in getting information in the calendar needs to submit it to
Bouillon Hall, Rm. 222 by 4 p.m. on Friday the week before publication.
Produced b : Laura Lucchesi

~
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Central's dirty river: one man's view of the Ganges
by josh Cooley

Staff reporter
Don't take Central's campus for
granted.
It may seem average. It has dorms.
science halls, psychology buildings, and
a Student Union Building. It has everything most universities have. Look past
the obvious and you'll discover
Central's campus is far from average. It

is unique and beautiful. The architecture
would make ancient Greece proud. Not
many buildings resemble the imposing
psychology building or remodeled and
ornate Barge Hall. Then there is the
Japanese garden. It is a place of culture,
peace. and relaxation. which can be hard
to find sometimes. These are a couple
of the many symbols which make
Central's campus a beautiful place to be.
But don't forget the Ganges,
Central's own private river. There are
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ducks swimming in its pristine waters,
trees and vegetation flourish around it,
and students read and get suntans on its
banks. Wait a minute. This is not an
accurate representation. There is a problem with one of our symbols of beauty,
the Ganges. It has become a symbol of
neglect. The Ganges has become a
dumping ground for bottles, cans, empty
half-racks, cigarette butts, and candy
wrappers. Its waters are not pristine. Its
banks are not clean. It is an embarrass-

attractions virtual! y went down the drain.
ment.
"It's a microcosm of the real world Now the Ganges is an eyesore.
"I' · 3 very unsig_htly ," said a student
environment," said Junior Dave
Rodriguez. "We as humans don't seem who didn't want to be named. "Espeto care about natural be~uty. The situa- cially with the warm temperatures. Now
tion of the Ganges is reflective of the . that there is no ice covering it up, you can
current state of human carelessness re- see all the trash." Sm:.ehow this pollution was allowed to happen. Why was
garding natural beauty."
At some point in its history, the it allowed to continue? Why has there
Ganges was sanitary. At some point, been no clean up effort? Of course, the
keeping it clean and free of debris was garbage is mulched when lawn mowers
neglected. One of Central's best visual run over it.
YOrv\
That solves the problem temporarily,
until
more garbage is randomly scattered
EAC\-\ER. "?
in and around the river. However,
lawnmowers cannot mow the bottom of
the Ganges. So refuse continues to build
up on the river's bed. The visual aspect
of the river is not the only problem. On
a sunny day, when the heat of the sun
glares down on it, a foul stench rises
from the surface. It's not a pleasant odor.
When somethi~g smells like the Ganges,
it is usually a sign of some sort of contamination. Foulness is a better word ..
There have been reports of rats making
a living in and around the water way.
Rats are carriers of disease. The black
plague demonstrated this.
Not many Central students want disease infested rats living on campus, just
a hop-skip-jump away from their dorm
rooms. Those who have not taken a
good look at the Ganges lately, ought to
do so. Students will continue to live and
attend classes near a garbage infested,
and possibly rat infested river, whether
they care or don't care about the pollution in its waters.

~Bernina

~ Sewing Center
410 H. Pearl • QZS-SQ42

fvur-.. ,.,
Wind§
EookiWre le Cilfe

Wide variet:y of
new and used books
0

Heve'.s fci.st-cie-tl.V\.,g veLL.ef
fvcV'v\. tVie -pve.s.suve of .stltiooL! c;rciciucitl.V\.,g
seV\.,L-ov.s ciV\.,c{ gvcici .stucieV\.,t.s WV\., get$400"
rnsVi ~0tR_,.. OV\., the -puve-Vici.se or Leci.se of ci V\.,U

· ·
c:·~oL V\.,ew Forci ov Meve-uv1,.1.
u
Th l.s l.V\.,d1A.cie.s tV!e Vi L.g Vi--pevforV'v\.Cl V\.,c,e M 1A.stci V\.,g !
ClilLL 1-S?00-321-1-530 or vl.sl.t our web sl.te
cit Vittp: 11www.fovci.c.0V'v\. for tVie f!A.LL stm-!j.

BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.
· TJ ie ~iia,ble

you ;iius: q aduatewi:h an associote's or bachelors deqree, or be currently enrolled 1n graduate school between 1011/94 ond t/3/97 You musl purchase Jr lease your new vehicle belWeen 1/4/96 ano 113197 Some customer and vehicle eligblllty restr1ct1ons apµ.i. See your dealer lor details

Now serving
brcakfast and
lune hi
0
Mon. :... Sat. 8-6

sun. 8-4
200 E. 4th

962-2375
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Basketball coaching job down to six candidates
by Jeff Foster

Staff reporter
The search for a new basketball
coach is nearing an end. The death
of highly successful coach Gil
Coleman from cancer during the
1994 season has spurned this need.
According to Sarah Shumate. vice
president of student affairs, who is
the final hiring authority, the criteria
for the position consists of a coach
who not only has good coaching
skills but other intangible qualities.
''We need a coach who is a good
role model for students, has good oral
communication skills. and has creative. new ideas about fundraising,"
Shumate said.

A national search for a new coach
turned up 60 applicants. A commitlee
then trimmed the list down to 16 finalists. After checking references, the
committee narrowed its choices down
to six.
The finalists have already visited
the campus and conducted extensive
interviews. although one declined the
invitation.
Athletic Direcror Gary Frederick
said the search went well bur could
have implications on next year's team.
"The process was too long,"
Frederick said. Whoever becomes
coach is at a disadvantage, recruiting
wise."
The candidates include:
• Greg Sparling. who is the interim
coach. Spar, as he is commonly

Former Central coach Gil Coleman
during a 1994 game.
known, led the 'Cats to the Pacific
Northwest Athletic Conference championship in '95. This·year his players

endured several injuries and the loss or
key players to grades, while leading
the Wildcats to a 15-15 recon.I and a
first round win in the post-season tournament.
• Troy Hudson. Hudson has been the
head coach at Phoenix College, a junior college in Phoenix. Ariz .. since
1990, where he compiled a 113-52
record. He has also been an assistant
at Grand Canyon University and
Northern Arizona University.
• Eddie Andrisr. Andrist is the head
coach at Mt. Senario College. where
he has won two National Christian
Athletic Association titles during his
stay at the Wisconsin school.
• Jeff Bernstein. Bernstein was the
head coach at Voorhees College in
South Carolina. He is currently a

physical education and health mstructor at Winder Barrnw High School in
Winder, Ga.
•Jeff Armstrong. Armstrung's only
collegiate coaching experience was at
the University or California at San
Diego between 1982 and 1985. From
1991-95 he served as the head coach
of the Saudi Arabian national team .
•Mark Comstock declined to interview with the university .
Shumace also addressed the nccJ
for the new coach ro recognize the
need to balance academics with athletics.
''Athletics take a second seat to
academics, and we need a coach who
recognizes this," she said.
A decision on the future coach will
be announced today or tomorrow.

Central outlasts Eastern Oregon for three-game sweep
by Mike Parker

Staff reporter
Central outlasted Eastern Oregon
State College in a marathon game Sunday to take a three game series sweep
from the Mountaineers.
In La Grande. Oregon, the Wildcats battled the Mountaineers in the
longest game in Central baseball history. Central won the game 8-7 in the
15th inning on an infield hit by Jeremy
Denny which drove in designated hitter Joe Jackson. The Wildcats then
scored another run on a single by
David Blockinger. who was 0 for 7
until then.
The Wildcats then held off a comeback attempt by the Mountaineers,
who launched an attack in the bottom
of the 15th but could only manage one
run before Central's pitching slammed
the door.
Throughout the game Central
pitching excelled. Mark Stewart
pitched I 3 innings before giving up a
pair of doubles to the Mountaineers
which led to a well deserved rest.
Stewarc did not allow a run between
the fifth and 13th innings.
Jeff Beaton got the win for the
game, coming out of the bullpen in the
13th inning to get three outs for Central. Ryan Krueger pitched in the 15th
inning to get the save.
Central hitting in the game included four hits by Dwight Davidson,
including two doubles, and three hits
by Joe Jacksbh Including a double and
a triple. Out 'r(elde~ b'a~a Beckley

.

.

stole his 27th base of the season to pull
him within two of the Central all time
season record set by Bill North in
1969.
The game was the longest ever for
Central, whose longest game previously was also a fifteen inning affair,
but was a loss to the Western Washington Vikings in 1964.
In the weekend's other games.
Cenrral took two close ones from the
Mountaineers in Ellensburg.
The Wildcats took the pair of games
10-9 and 12-10.
In the two games, Central' s Scott
Hardy drove in a total of seven runs,
three in the first game, and two in the
second. One of his three hits for the
day was a grand slam home run.
Central came back from behind to
win both games at Tomlinson Field.
The day started with the Wildcats
overcoming a four run deficit in the
bottom of the seventh to pull out the
10-9 victory in the opener. The second game saw Central trailing by five
after one and a half, but Hardy's grand
slam helped the Wildcats to a six run
second inning.
Jason Tracy had his second win of
the season in the first game, and
Beaton got the first of his two weekend wins, and is now 2-0 on the season.
Central wound up with an impressive total of 43 hits in the three game
series. The team is now 19-22 on the
season.
The team's neX:r _contest will be a
two game series on .May 10 and I 1 at ·
Lewis and .Clark State.

Mike Killinger makes contact with the ball in a seventh inning Central
hitting spree.
David Dick/photo editor

Joe Jackson scores from second base on a single by Scott Hardy that helped Central to a I0-9 victory.
David Dick/photo editor

Softball team earns playoff berth
by Kristy Yingling

Staff reporter
The Wildcat's softball team won
nine of their last 11 games, and are
heading into the Pacific Northwest
Athletic Conference playoffs as the
hottest team in the league, wilh a
league record of 9-7 and an overall
record of 14-17.
Saturday the Wildcats swept
nationally ranked Simon Fraser
University in a doubleheader. The
wins assured Central a spot in the
PNWAC playoffs that begin Fri~
day.
Central began the week ranked
last in the PNWAC in team batting,
but exploded for 28 hits. Senior
outfielder Tessa Timmons, junior
shortstop Brenda Compton and
freshman pitcher Darby Kanis each
had four hits to help the Wildcats
sweep.
In the first game, Kanis,
Timmons, Compton and freshman
first baseman Viki Wenzel each had
two hits. Senior second baseman
Holly Fulton drove in three runs as
senior pitcher Julie Harbison won
herfourth straight game since her

return to the mound.
Harbison, allowed four runs, but
she got plenty of offensive support as
the Wildcats won 9-4.
In the second game, Central exploded with seven runs in the eighth
inning to snap a 3-3 tie. Central defeated Simon Fraser 10-6. Senior
catcher Dawn Bennett's single broke
the tie. Senior third baseman Brenda
Swanberg later had a two-run doub~e
in the eight inning.
Kanis pitched a six. bitter to earn
her sixth win. She walked three and
struck out five.
The Wildcat' bats have been lagging most of the season, but they fi~
nally came alive this week. They
came into the week with a .232 average, and hit .330 bringing their season
average to .254., Central scored 36
runs in six games.
Bennett batted .571 in three games.
She had four hits, including two
triples, in seven at bats. Timmons had
nine hits in 19 at bats and scored a
team-high six runs. Timmons was
selected the PNW AC Player-of-theWeek.
Both Kanis and Compton hit to a

<'.429 average;while Fulton had team~

high six runs batted in.
Freshman Tracey Madison
made her first career varsity start
and shur out Eastern Oregon, allowing only five hits.
Offensively, Wenzel is batting
.367. This would be the third best
average in the PNWAC if she had
enough plate appcrances to qualify,
which she should after this weekends games.
Compton {.315), Fulton (313) ,
and Timmons (.304) are. atso bat.,.
ting over .300. They arc ranked '
11th, 12th and 13th in the PNW AC
batting.
Timmons leads the team in runs
batted in (15), doubles (7), home
runs (2) and walks (6). Bennett
leads in triples with three.
Central's 14 wins is the most in
four years.
Central will open the double
elimination conference tournament
Friday at either Bellingham or
White Rock, B.C. Central will be
playing either Western Washington
University or Simon Fraser. The
winning team advances to next
week's Pacific Northwest regionals
hosted in Oregon.
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Observer
Garth Lind,
Aaron Lind,
Jared Lind and
Mike Zahn
practice earlier
this week for
their meet this ·.
Saturday.
1

i

Shantal Chase/
Observer
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Track team limps into .conference meet
by Paula Sartain
Staff reporter
Central' s track and field athletes
traveled to Tacoma last Saturday to
participate in the Pacific Lutheran
University Invitational.
According to Head Coach John
Picha, the Wildcats are plagued with
injuries. Senior Jay Spears is still
nursing a sore hamstring, as is senior
Rob Rising and senior B. J. Wilson. It
is doubtful they will compete this Saturday in the conference meet. Junior
Megan Pkrut is also recovering from
a hamstring injury. She will, however.
compete in the CWU Multi-Events in
the heptathlon.

"She'll come through with flying
colors," Coach Picha said.
In the men's division, senior Eric
Tollefson won the 5,000 meters with
a time of 14:33.37. He has now qualified to run at nationals in the steeplechase, the 5,000 and I0,000 meters.
"It's a physical drain to do all
three," Picha said. "He (Tollefson)
will focus in the five and 1O."
Freshman James Day had the other
win for Central. Day won the steeplechase in 9:24.51. He was four seconds
shy of qualifying for nationals.
In women's competition. senior
Veronica McGuire placed third in the
high jump. She matched her season

best with a jump of 5-4 feet. Senior
Rebecca Hill also had a season best
mark, placing fourth in the 800 meters
in a time of 2: 16.92.
This Saturday, the Wildcats will
host the Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conference championship meet at
Tomlinson Stadium. The MultiEvents will be held this Sunday and
Monday. These will be the last meets
before the regional and national competitions.
The team is tuning up for district
and conference meets. This weekend
they have a chance to achieve the
marks they need to move on to higher
levels of competition, Picha said.

FRAZZllll'S

Fo II owing victory,
rugby team looks
to Maggot Fest
be playing in the tournament, many of
the men will travel to play for other
clubs and teams. Bell will be playing
Keeping the Valley Men's Rugby for the Valley Men's Rugby Club,
Club scoreless in the second half with his brother who plays on that
helped the Central men's rugby team team.
post a 22-7 victory Saturday.
Also coming up for the men's team
"It was close in the first half be- is an alumni tournament being held at
cause we went into half time down 7- Central on May I0. Teams participat5," said player Leroy Bell.
ing include Western Washington UniRob Zemke scored twice for Cen- versity, Washington State University,
tral. once in the first half and again in and Central. Current players and
the second. "The forwards and backs alumni from each school wil1 play.
played a great match together and evBecause rugby is a year-round
ery time we do that, we win," Zemke sport, the men's team will continue to
practice and play through the summer.
said.
Next up for the men's team is the· All league games are played in fall and
annual Maggot Fest Tournament be- winter quarter and playoffs occur in
ing held in Missoula, Mont. this week- spring.
Anyone interested in rugby is welend. Maggot Fest is the biggest west
coast tournament played, drawing come to join. Messages can be left for
Rob Zemke in the rugby mailbox loteams from all over.
Although Central' s team will not cated in SUB 116.

by Lisa Allen
Staff reporter

Racquetball
is a big deal
to four guys

SK

PIDAPIACI
"'Your Hometown Pizza Place"'

Tandem Jumps
Available

Welcome Parents!
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Buy One Pizza
(any size)
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In-Store or Pick-Up To Go Only
Good through May 5, 1996
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CALL 962-6200
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FREE WEIGHTS/SELECTOR llACHIHES
CARDIO llACHIHES
~~
*STEP AEROBIC CWSES*
\\~
PERSONAL EXERCISE PROGRAMS ,pG~

. lol\r

by Tresie Eagle
Staff reporter

This year's racquetball season has
only
four guys participating but that
~ ~
doesn't
mean their workouts are any
~ lli
less intense.
~~
KIM LEANG I SO'J 925-4900
'lJ
Craig Arthur, a Central graduate
100 W.3rd I Ellensoorg, WA 98926
~ ~ student, has been hit in the eye, received numerous bruises and has run
9am to 6p:n. Mon. • Sat. - 12 DDClll to S pm, Sun
into countless walls.
"I take the game seriously because
I would like to win, but if I lose, there
are no worries," Arthur said.
In comparison to other sports
Arthur related racquetball to basketball.
"When I play several basketball
games lasting an hour and a half, it's
equivalent to about four or five games
of racquetball," he said. "Racquetball
is a very physical sport."
Arthur plays outside of the intramural tournament,·practicing several
times a week. He began playing atl8
and has taken both beginning and advanced racquetball classes from Pa·~ ······
cific Lutheran University.
Arthur once played in a racquetball •.
, _. toprnamem at.PLU-and-placea third. · .: ·
"When I win ft's serious, but when I
.lose the~ it's just for fun," said Arthur
smiling widely.
In the racquetball league standings,
Arthur has won four out of six
matches, trailing the leader, Tim Gray,
who has won all six matches.
Senior Kevin ,Montgomery, a law
~G
and justice/psychology double major,
enjoys playing racquetball several
times a week because of the intensity.
"It's the most strenuous sport for
me other than running because you' re
always starting and stopping," Montgomery said.
Montgomery said, it's one sport he
can
commit himself to doing all year
FROM THE COURTHOUSE)
long since it's played indoors.
Gem Faceting •Polishing •Setting
High Quality •Fast Service •Special On:lers
Diamonds • Colored Stones
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GET YOUR .BODY IN SHAPE FOR THE
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For everyone whose daddy isn't buying
them a Porsche for graduation.
So what are you getting
in the gift department?
Pinstripes? Briefcase?
Day planner?
Bummer, when what you
really want is a new set
of wheels. As luck
would have it, there's
a program called,
"The Ford
College Graduate
Purchase Plan. n
Simply put, if you're a
new-grad you could get a
$400 cash rebate when
you ?buy or .lease any new
Ford-tike an all-new '97
Escort or any other model
that shifts your gears. See
your local Ford Deater for
full cj~tails. Beqawse if you
have to enter the real
world, it might as well be
in a really nice car.

Standard dual airbags*
Available 4-wheel ABS
100,000 mile tune-up**
CFC-free air
; f;f'/ % recyol;able
100% cool

The

all~new

'97 Escort

-'

' ....,,~~:.~.,..;,{~..
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I

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK • Corne have the best , per inonlh working on Cruise S114>s or Land-Tour
summer of your life in Montana St Mary Lodge &
~. Wol1d travel. Seasonal &futt.time •.}'ITleOt
Resort, Glacier P~s finest, now ming for the 1996
availalie. No experieoce necessary. For more informaoon,
surnrrer season. Calf 1(800)368-~689,for an appbtion. call 1-206-971·3550 ext. C60933
Don't pass 14> the opporfunity of alifetime.
FREE RNANCIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in public and
pmate sector granls &scholarships ~ now avaiable. All
EARN CASH • Stuffing , 1Velopes at home. Send SASE
studenb are eligible regardless of 11ades. incol!Wl, or
to P.O. Box n4, Olathe, KS, 66051.
SCUBA LESSONS &SUPPLIES • Sign up now.
Contact John Moser Jr. 925-1272
FUN SUMMER JOBS -Flying Horseshoe guest ".loch for
children, near Cle Elum, ~ hiring boy's and gin's coun·
selors. Enjoy horseback riding, swimming (need two life·
gards), hiking, etc, while gaining valuable experience.
Salary plus room and board. Call Penny: (509)674·2366
FAST FUNORAISER • Raise $500 in 5days·-Greeks,
groups, clubs, motivated indMduals. Fast, easy-no
financial obligation. (800) 862-1982 Ext 33. TIS 1698
Meadowood Lane, Reno, NV 89502.
CRUISE SHIPS Now HIRING : Earn up to $2.000+

F

(206) 971·3680 ext. K60931.
CCD. Seattle City Light 7©-filth Avenue.Suite 3100. .., .... ~ -------------TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING . Entry-level &career
Seattle WA 9a104-5031. . - • ..·:
: " ~SIOENCE HALL DIRECTOR,
positions~vailable WO~ (Hawau, Mexfo. Caribbean, -. EXTRA SPENDING MONEY! ·c~11ege Students: 12.9cents·
-"! - ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR,
etc.) Wailstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
permwute ftat rate Long Distance, day or night anywhere
AND RESIDENT ADVISORS NEEDED:
counselors, and more. Call Resort E"lJloyl!Wlnt Services
in the U.S. ·Great lnrl Rates also. Earn residual irx:ome from
Colege Bound Program, Summer School for high
1·206·97t-3600 ext A60932 .
- . other people's long di.5t. usage. Excellen.tway to make $S
school students, 6112196-7/27196 at Big Bend
WORK IN THE OUTDOORS . National Parks, Forests,
for school' ·FREE--No signup fees! ,
Community College, Moses Lake, WA. Room an·d
Wildlrte Preserves, and Concessionaires now hiring
• !Excellent Commissions! •No Selling involved!
Board provided. For qualffications and a'PP!ication' caH
seasonal worl<ers. Excellent benelits +bonuses! Call
· 1·800·732-2863 ext 2000. ID# BO 8489078.
Human Resources Offte: (509)762-6203.
1(206)971-3620 ext. N60932
Call NOW! Ifs FREE!
OPEN UNTIL FILLED. ANEEO
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS AVAILABLE
THE GATHERING - httpJ/www.takerre.com scholarsh~s.
FUNDRAISER • Motivated groups needed to earn
Skagit Youth Camp:
academic am career resou~es,intemships, sports, news,
$500+ r-•1Jmoting AT&T, Discover, gas and retail cards.
-Camp Counselors ($1300 for seas0n)
entertainment.travel, mu$~, debates and 1,000S of links'
Sioce 1:109, we've helped thousands of groups raise
•Activity·Counselors ($1300 !or season)
COLLEGE STUDENTS· Looking for enthusiastic
the money they need. Call Gina at (800) 592·2121
•Program Leader ($2200 for season)
individuals who are determined to become successful w/
ext
110. Free CD to qualified callers.
oHealth Services Coordinator ($2600 !or season)
our CO"lJany. Flexible PT &FT, wt earnings of $3K·5K

parenfs iocome. Let us h~. Call Student Finarcial
SerVices: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50933.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK · Make up to $254Mlr
teaching basic conversational Engl~h in Japan, Taiwan, or
S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call (206) 971-3570 ext. J60931.
EARN $$$ • $1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For Wifo call (301) 306-1207.
ENGLISH TEACHERS NEEDED ·Teach conversational
English in Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching
Seattle City Light's Skagit Youth Camp runs from June 14
monthly. Call for an appointment:
certificate or European language required. Inexpensive
to August 15. Call (206) 233-2531 for application packet,
963·8676.
.., • ' Of send· coVe1mtter anlfres~ilfe t6:1A'diy D: lk'tmM1. -. · ·
room-! board-~tfier~Jor aetan~-"

-

!

call963•-.026

I:.~ pla.ce y0;G• ' a d t.oda.y!

Hot PizzaEllensburg

925-6941
8th & Anderson
HOURS: llam-lam Sun.-Thurs.
l lam-2am Fri., Sat.
Open for lunch delivery every day
© 1996 Dominos Pizza, Inc.
Coupons not valid with any other offer• Valid with coupon only
Valid at participating stores only • Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable
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I !~I MEDIUM DEEP DISH
I E
.
PIZZA W/ YOUR
I all : · CHOICE OF UP TO
I
5 TOPPINGS

I
I
I
I

:I

:I $10.99 :I

$8.99

LARGE DEEP DISH I
. PIZZA W/ YOUR I
: · CHOICE OF UP TO I
5 TOPPINGS
I

I original Hand Tossed or I original Hand Tossed orl
I Thin & Crispy Dough : Thin & Crispy Dough I
:
Also Available.
Also Available.
:
1
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LUNCH SPECIAL I
I
1
00
: 12" ;~B SANDWICH
:
..

all

Dll LUNCH

I
1

mm

$5.

I

ADDITIONAL 12" SUBS

:

$3.oo EACH

I
I
I
I

ci
iAM - 2PM ONLY)
Choose from Zesty Meatball, Philly

L

•mmSPECIAL :
$
I

:

I

4.99

:

1 Small 1-Topping Pizza
1
I Carry out or Delivery
I

____________ ... ___________
Steak. Zesty Italian. Ham & Cheese.
Turkey & Cheese. or Club Sub.

Expires 5115/96

I

1
1
I
_.I

Expires 5/15/96

1
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:Ml $3.oo

off

Any Large Pizza
1
1
$2 •oo off
I
or
I Any Medium Pizza

:

or$1.00C)ff
Any Small Pizza

:

:Ml NEW
1
I
I
I

DOUBLE
CHEESY BREAD
ON LV

:

$2.99

:

8-Piece order

:MIWILDCAT
:•
$3.oo ~ff l
SPECIAL
1
1
I
I
1
1

:

$7.• 99

Medium 2-Topping Pizza
PlusYourChoiceota
Garden Fresh Salad or
Dominos Twisty Bread

Any Large Pizza

1
1
I
I

Any Medium Pizza

:

or$1.oooff

:

or $2

oo off
•

1
1
I
I
1
1

Any Small Pizza

:
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You wont believe your eyes.
You won't believe your ears.
(That's just the price. Wait until you experience the multimedia.)
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When you buy a Macintosh· computer, you're buying some of the most
advanc~d ~~ltimediacapabilitiesyou can get in a computer.With built-in
stereo sound, video graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to
bring your work to life. And theres no better time to start cre.ating that work
than right now..Because we're 'offering special campus savings on selected
Macintosh computers and Apple' printers. With the sight, sound and
motion of a Ma( it won't just be your eyes and ears that are blown away.
Your professors will be blown away too. So visit us today, and
look into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your besr
•

.I.

Buy a Macwbefore you pack.

For more information contact
Blaine Wilson at the University Store

963-1335
ahor<' 1:1{'11"<' ,1/,1r J'i. /<J96. See 1011r ft/111/111s slor<' /or details about !be Apple Co111p11t<'r Lo1111. © 1996 Appl<' Co111/111te1: Inc. ,JI/ r(~blsn•s1nwl Appl<!. the Af1ile logo. l1~1l!rffi·11et: ,lfmi11/osb. Pe1.for11111. Po1tt•r8ool', Slylelri·itt!r 1111d "Tbe poll'er to be your best' ill'<! IY!,~istered tmdemarks ofApple Comp11te1:
,;;, .l/<1( 1111d I'mr<'r .lf,1c ar« ·trad1'11111rks o(W1ll! Co111p11!e1; !11(:. All .lft1w1to.l'h co111p111l'r.• 11re des(~ned lo be 11cces.l'iblt! to i11dwid1u1L-· wilb d1s11blf1tr To Imm more (l :s 011(1~. call 800-600--:ROS orTlr 800-755-0601.
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